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Editor’s Note
Hi everyone
Have you experienced a dose of winter yet? Wherever you may be? There have been some very welcome rains in the
Cape and sadly devastating fires in the Garden Route. With all the distractions in one’s life, as a result, are you motivated
to don that cozzie and take on a winter plunge? Our ‘chilly’ cover picture is from Swimming with Ram Barkai in the
Lesotho Highlands. Quite honestly, rather her than me.
There are some winter galas scheduled in some areas and of course the very popular and very worthy Winter Fitness Challenge.
Obviously the fitter you are, the further you will swim and so be able to donate more to your favourite charity. You have all made
such generous efforts in the past and it would be a great start to the season for as many swimmers as possible to participate.
Please contact your clubs for venues and dates and do what Masters do best. Give of themselves.
Time flies, too fast at my age, especially when you are having fun and surprise, surprise, we find the international swimming
calendar upon us with the FINA World Championships followed by FINA World Masters, in Budapest just a few weeks away. I
wish all those representing South African Clubs, a safe and very successful trip. The very best to all of you.
As the saying goes, you are never too old to learn, so we have included some very interesting articles in this edition including
The Open Water section, Terry’s page and an article by Gary Hall Sr on the Backstroke Pull. I am sure that we can all benefit from
these, so do enjoy the read.

Vice President’s Message.
As our esteemed President has had some pressing issues, you are getting a few words from her second-incommand!
With winter being midway and mild, the SAMS President’s meeting was held in Joburg in May and the following
items are worth a mention:
-

-

-

Karen continues to forge good working relations with SSA and this process has resulted in her being elected
as the SSA representative for Master’s Swimming on the international stage
A report back from various individuals about certain ‘unacceptable’ elements from our East London
Nationals – lessons were quickly learnt by Kerry and his organising team about working with SSA in getting
the galas run ‘the Master’s way’ with their teams.
Swimming clubs, in country regions outside of the scope of regional swimming bodies, will be included in
their closest functioning region so that can benefit from the contact and involvement in their swimming
galas and master’s structures
Owen, our incredibly dedicated ‘newsman’, continues to battle getting clubs and regions to contribute
articles of interest for his newsletters
Regional presidents indicated their commitment to the ongoing promotion of master’s swimming – good
news
Open Water swimming continues to grow and the structures for those ridiculously talented competitors
to gain South African Master’s Swimming colours, has been set to continue, as is, for the coming season

The forthcoming Nationals in Pretoria being a moot point of discussion, the Tshwane organising team are well on
their way to making this another Nationals well worth attending! Serious swimmers and the rest of us not so gifted
individuals are in for a treat!
Those people who think there is plenty of time to get training again remember that March 2018 is just a blink away!

Best regards,
Guy Harker
SAMS Vice President

The 2016/17 Open water season was a very busy season and the swims were a busy one on offer were diverse and challenging in
distance (ranging from fun swims to endurance swims), venue and conditions. Open water swimming is continuing to grow and it is
becoming increasingly popular for families to participate in the range of distances on offer.
Coelacanths MSC received the SAMS Open water trophy at the Awards Function in East London and Amakhosi MSC will receive the
trophy for the winning club at the Awards Function next year in Pretoria.
If you are aware of a swim which I can include in the 2017/18 calendar please mail the details/flyer to me for inclusion in the spring
newsletter.
The Sun City swim will be held on 21st October 2017 and the Midmar Mile swim will take place over the week-end 10/11 February
2018.
Qualifying times for the 2017/18 season.
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4. Swimmers’ qualification criteria for Open Water colours
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09

46

75-79

58
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1

23

39

80-84
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NB: The information below may be found on SAMS’
website. Should there be any discrepancy then the
information on the website takes precedent.
4.1. Twice during the same season (1 May to 30 April) you
must have achieved a time that equals or betters the time
in the current SAMS table as published on the website. This
time must have been recorded to 1 second by the organisers
of the Swim.
4.2. At the time you achieved the qualifying times you must
have been:
* A South African Citizen or have been granted South
African Permanent Residence Status (i.e. you must be in a
possession of a valid South African Identity document that
displays your 13 digit RSA ID Number and indicates your
status as a Citizen or Permanent Resident)
* A properly registered and paid-up member for the current
season (1 May to 30 April) of a Masters Swimming Club
which is affiliated to SAMS and representing the above Club
in the Open Water Swim
* Compete in a SAMS sanctioned and accepted Open Water
Swim.

4.3. You must also have attended in a minimum of 3 (or be
attending your 3rd) SAMS National Long Course
Championships (either Pool or Open Water). If you have not
yet fulfilled this latter requirement at the time that you qualified as per paragraphs 4.1 and 4.2 above, your qualifying details
will be kept on record until you do so.
85-89

1

49

55

5. You must obtain a copy of the official results of the Swim and have them signed by your Club President/Chairperson.
Once your two qualifying swims have been completed for the season you must complete the application form on the website,
sign it and have it signed by your Club President/Chairperson who will first verify that you met the qualifying requirements. The
application form and the signed copies of both of the official results must be forwarded to the SAMS Open Water Swimming
Representative for ratification of your colours qualification. (jadehomveld16@gmail.com

Keri-anne Payne's top tips to improve your swimming
By Jonathan Cowie • Editor • 24th May 2017 @outdoor swimmer

Swimming outdoors involves a different skill set to pool swimming. And what better way to learn those skills
and improve stroke technique than a masterclass run by open water marathon swimming legend Keri-anne
Payne? Outdoor Swimmer editor Jonathan was lucky enough to be coached by the Olympic silver medallist
and her husband, fellow Olympic swimmer David Carry, in a masterclass for journalists to celebrate Kerianne’s new wetsuit launch with Zone3.
The masterclass started with breaking
the stroke down into its basics,
starting
with
breathing.
David
encouraged us to relax our breathing,
breathing in for two seconds and out
for four. “Only take as much breath as
you need,” advised David, rather than
taking a great gulp of air. He then set
us off swimming up and down the
outdoor pool at the Better Oasis
leisure centre in central London
before Keri-anne corrected our head
position (look down not forward), body
rotation and catch and pull.
Even experienced swimmers can
benefit from technique advice,
especially when it comes from a
champion open water swimmer! Here
are Keri-anne’s top tips to improve
your swimming:

1. To keep a regular rhythm, breathe out through the nose and in through the mouth. The key is to stay relaxed and only
breathe as much as you need not as much as you think you need.
2. To reduce your drag and keep your body in a straight line, look down and feel your legs come up behind you.
3. For efficient propulsion, move the water through the centre line of the body and feel like you’re pulling from your finger
tips and feel like you are engaging your lats.
4. Don’t be scared to try open water skills such as sighting in the pool. It’s really easy to practice and will help ensure you’ve
got them perfected come event day.
5. Lastly, don’t try and master everything at once – work on one thing at a time. Once you’ve mastered this, move on to
the next thing (otherwise your brain might explode).

Improving technique
The masterclass was held to celebrate Keri-anne’s new partnership with Zone3 and to launch her new wetsuit for
women, designed to remove some of the barriers to participation in outdoor swimming. The new version of Zone3’s
popular entry-level Vision wetsuit includes features specially designed by Keri-anne to not only make the wetsuit more
flattering but also improve technique. Strategically placed ‘K’s encourage swimmers to practise correct technique
(e.g., brush your hand against the K on the hip, ensure the K on the shoulder is in line with the ear) while patterned
patterns at the waist give a flattering silhouette. The new wetsuit will also come with a package of technique and
training advice from Keri-anne and David’s Triscape coaching business, utilising their Straight-Line Swimming
method.

The new Zone3 Vision wetsuit by Keri-anne Payne
“I am very passionate about inspiring people to take up open water swimming and what better way to do that than
with this wonderful partnership between my new businesses, Triscape & Zone3. Having worn plenty of wetsuits
in my time, being able to design my own woman's wetsuit that is both stylish and functional is a dream come true.
The wetsuit incorporates my Straight-Line Swimming methodology into the design giving you maximum
confidence to take on any open water swimming challenge.”
As part of the partnership with Zone3 there are a number of new products in the pipeline, including a men’s
wetsuit, all of which will compliment her Straight-Line Swimming methodology, helping swimmers develop and
achieve their potential.

Terry’s Page
By Terry Downes

THE RED QUEEN UNDERSTOOD FOMO
As we all know FOMO is the acronym for Fear Of Missing Out. It is usually brought up with a smile and some
reference to our mutual love for partying and drinking. FOMO is surely one of the reasons Master Swimmers
come to Nationals year after year. Imagine missing out, even one year – unthinkable, like a blank page in your
diary, a period of amnesia, missing the opportunity for filling memory with pleasurable experiences of fun,
fellowship and – oh yes – fitness. Something unique - gone forever.

“Faster! Faster!” the Red Queen cried. Alice kept running faster and faster to keep up,
only to find themselves both still in the same place.

FOMO is a good thing, an attitude to be nurtured. FOMO is the natural dislike of missing an opportunity. Noone likes to look back with regret and think “I should have done that”. In many respects, not doing something
when the opportunity was there to do it is like standing still when you could have moved forward, when you
could have experienced life and learned something, attained a degree of improvement or at least have taken
a step in the right direction.
So where are these wonderful opportunities? If you look you will find that they are everywhere, in the simple
activities of everyday life. Saying hello to and chatting friends at your local gala, smiling at someone you see
there often enough to recognise, while trying to remember her name. Open water swims are wonderful days
in the water and sun with friends and competitors and sometimes they are one and the same. Is there
anything as satisfying as competing with your friends? Isn’t it wonderful how friendly South Africans are?
Whenever we have a regular training opportunity we tend to see the same faces at the pool, and soon enough
we greet each other and exchange a few pleasantries, no longer strangers.

We laugh a lot, it seems, compared to the people from Europe, for instance. When you don’t get to training
you are not just missing training, you are missing out on life! A good by-product of getting there regularly
would be that you also get fitter the more you do it.

One tends to think of FOMO as something mental, but the body understands how important it is to keep
moving, every day if possible – joints, ligaments, tendons, muscles, heart, lungs, and mind. Use it or lose it,
everything benefits from movement. Don’t you just love the logo from Cape Town Masters: “Just one swim
away from a good mood”? When you use your body the good feelings that result are not only in the muscles
and joints but also in your very attitude to every aspect of life, and when you are in a good mood everyone
around you is infected.

You don’t have to put in a marathon session every time you train, you don’t have to kill yourself doing an
hour of 95% sprints. You can work on technique, feeling, turns and streamlining. For muscles to adapt, grow
stronger and fitter, rest is just as important as training. When doing your “not so hard” sessions you can
experiment, you can practice breathing to the other side, do it simply as an exercise in control and balance –
but do get into the water regularly and swim, otherwise you will miss out and not only will there be that
unfortunate and uncomfortable gap in your life but you will have to live with the knowledge that the
opposition may be using FOMO to get ahead, or at least stay in the same place, while you go backwards. Does
matching your best time of last year qualify as staying in the same place? Oh Yes! How satisfying is that?

“It takes all the swimming you can do just to keep in the same place” explained The Red Herring.

Tantalising Tips
sing Tips
One of the most common mistakes I see in backstroke is with the pulling motion. Most backstrokers pull with an
arm that is relatively straight, as if the arm were an oar pulling through the water. Some drop the straightened arm
deeper into the water, almost as if they are scooping the hand through the water rather than pulling. Neither pulling
motion, with a straightened arm nor a deeper scooping motion, will create a lot of propulsion in backstroke. An oar
will work to move a boat forward because most of the oar is above water during the stroke and the boat causes
less drag than a swimmer. The blade of the oar is considerably larger than the hand to create propulsion. The
person in the boat has many biomechanical advantages in pulling that large blade through the water over a
swimmer pulling his hand on his back.
The reason that most backstrokers pull with a relatively straight arm has nothing to do with biomechanics. The
swimmer is trying to avoid the mishap of breaking the surface of the water with the hand during the propulsion
phase of the pull, which would weaken the pull. The problem of the straight arm is actually a complication of another
problem; failing to rotate the body sufficiently.
We’ve discussed the importance of quick body rotation in freestyle and backstroke as a coupling motion. The
coupling energy works to increase the propulsion of the pulling arm. When a backstroker rotates his body more,
he also puts the shoulder into a more favourable position for a stronger pull. With more rotation, the shoulder joint
moves into a more flexed or positive angle; a position of greater strength. Increases in coupling energy and strength
are two good reasons why a backstroker should rotate the body quickly from one side to the other. Yet, even with
those potential benefits, most swimmers do not rotate far or fast enough because that requires more work. As a
result, to resolve the problem of catching air with the pulling hand, the swimmer simply chooses to straighten the
arm, rather than rotate the body more.
The straight arm not only weakens the pull, it also increases frontal drag, similar to the way a deeper pulling motion
in freestyle increases frontal drag. While a fast stroke rate may be the single most important technique to improve
backstroke, a quick and sufficient rotation of the body is also critical to attain more propulsion. Enough rotation will
enable the swimmer to pull correctly with enough bend in the elbow, yet still keep the hand under water.
At The Race Club, we like to teach the concept in backstroke of
pushing the water backward, rather than pulling the water
backward. This concept requires that the swimmer rotates to
about 45 degrees at the entry of the pulling hand into the water.
Once the little finger enters the water directly above the shoulder,
the swimmer needs to continue pointing the elbow toward the
opposite end of the pool, bending the elbow as the hand pushes
backward closer to the body. The maximum bend of the elbow
ranges from 100 to 130 degrees, but once the pulling motion
begins, the arm never approaches being straight (180 degrees),
until the pull is completed. Pulling with this technique will reduce
the frontal drag caused from the upper arm, which is responsible
for most of the frontal drag during the pulling motion.
The most effective drill for teaching this backstroke pulling motion is the one-arm drill with fins, keeping the opposite
hand at the side. As the little finger of the pulling arm enters the water, the opposite shoulder should elevate and
touch the swimmer’s chin, assuring that enough body rotation is taking place. Once the hand is in the water, the
swimmer can concentrate on keeping the pulling elbow pointing forward. The result is a sensation of pushing rather
than pulling the water as the hand moves backward.
We now have three compelling reasons to pull with this technique in backstroke.
More power from a more positive angle of the shoulder
More power from the coupling energy of the quick body rotation
Less frontal drag from the upper arm’s forward position with a bent elbow
For a faster backstroke, get on your side and push the hand backward through the water, rather than pulling it
through. You won’t be disappointed.
Yours in swimming,
Gary Sr.

Tshwane

Regional Reports

Tshwane Masters had a successful combined AGM on the 13th May, 2017 held at the Aubrey Nunn Room at Hillcrest Pool.
We welcomed two members from our new club, Champion Swim Club who attended. It was a cold rainy day but that did not
stop us having a great meeting. There are no changes in the Tshwane and Coelacanth committees members for the
2017/2018 season. Coelacanths club Captains were chosen, being, Nicky Struwig (Lady Captain) and David de Beer (Men
Captain). Good luck guys, we know you will do a great job.
AWARDS:
TSHWANE MASTERS
COELACANTH MASTERS
Best Male Swimmer:
Gary Albertyn
Best Male Swimmer
Gary Albertyn
Best Female Swimmer:
Claire Rolt
Best Female Swimmer
Claire Rolt
Most Improved Swimmer:
Neville Muir
Chariots of Fire
Ted Beukes
Excellent Progress in Swimming: Margaret Nell
Spirit Trophy
Craig Stanton
Most Enthusiastic Member:
Owen van Renen
Victor Ludorum 50+
Derek Fyfe
Swimmer of the Year:
David Arbuthnot
Victor Ludorum 49Gary Albertyn
Victrix Ludorum 50+
Annemarie Dressler
Victrix Ludorum 50+
Claire Rolt
TSHWANE COLOURS
Claire Rolt, Denise Collignon, Monica Hefer, Craig Stanton and Ross Jennings.
Frostbite Gala 1: We welcomed Norman Barkley and Andrew Neumann who have made a comeback and are looking really
good swimming and great times! Well done to all those who participated.
Our next social do will be at Rietvlei Nature Reserve and all Masters and families are welcome.
This will be held on the 22nd July, 2017. The Reserve opens at 5.30. We will all be at the Picnic Spot and fires will be lit at
12h00. Bring and braai! Animals to be seen, cheetah, rhino, buck, black back jackals, and buffalo. Great birding! It will be
great socialising with all.

GALA DATES
DATE
OF
GALA

17 JUNE
2017

15 JULY
2017

12 AUG 2017

FROSTBITE
2

FROSTBITE
3

WINTER
CHALLENGE
GAUTENG

HOSTS

WAHOO

WAHOO

VENUE
POOL
SIZE
REG
TIME

WAHOO
25 M

START
TIME

26 & 27
AUG
2017

30 SEPT 2017

COELACANTHS

WAHOO

GMS
SHORT
COURSE
CHAMPS
GMS

WAHOO
25 M

WAHOO
25 M

WAHOO
25 M

13H00 TO
13H45

13H00 TO
13H45

13H00 TO
13H45

14H00

14H00

14H00

SAT
REG
13H00 to
13H45
START
14H00
SUN –
7.30 AM
REG
8H00 AM
START

28 OCT
2017

18 NOV
2017

6 JAN 2018

20 JAN
2018

24 FEB
2018

To be
confirmed

To be
confirmed
PHOENIX
LONG
COURSE
GALA
PHOENIX

15 & 17 FEB 2018
Thursday:
Long distance.
Saturday:
Short Distance
TSHWANE
LONG COURSE
CHAMPIONSHIPS

INTERREGIONAL

6 HOUR
ENDURANCE

COELACANTHS

SAMS
SHORT
COURSE
CHAMPS
GMS

TSHWANE

MEGA

PHOENIX
LONG
COURSE
GALA
PHOENIX

HILLCREST
50 M

WAHOO
25 M

HILLCREST
50 M

HILLCREST
50 M

WITS ED
50 M

WITS ED
50 M

HILLCREST
50 M

12HOO TO
12H45

12H00 TO
12H45

07H00

12HOO
12H45

12HOO
12H45

REGISTRATIONS
1 HOUR BEFORE

13HOO

13H00

8HOO TO
14H00

13HOO

13HOO

THURS 15
18H00
SATURDAY 17
13H00

1500 FREESTYLE

07H00 to
13H00

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS WILL BE SENT OUT ON ENTRY FORMS.

Nationals 2017. Pretoria 14-18 March. Hillcrest Pool Hatfield
REMINDER

12 August - Winter Challenge Tshwane - Hillcrest Pool – 10h00 to 13h00 – Charity swim.
All welcome: Members/non-members/families/children/friends. Prizes as you finish.

Members of the new Tshwane Masters Club in East London.

To end off we would like to wish all Masters that are going to compete in the World Championships
in Budapest in August, good luck, enjoy, safe travels and enjoy!
Also good luck to our Herman van der Westhuizen who is going to attempt to swim 40km in 12
degrees water in the North Sea channel.
Our condolences and prayers go to all those who suffered in the fires and floods recently in the
Cape.

TSHWANE

Gauteng

News from Wahoo:

The Frostbite Series is well underway. We hosted the first gala on the 20th of May. There was a strong
representation with over 50 swimmers participating on the day. The Frostbite Series spans over three
months; May, June and July with the next session being held on the 17th June. We are kindly hosted by
Wahoo Aquatics centre and we thank Mike van Hille for his continued support. Thanks too goes to Joan Muhl
for subsidising the complementary coffees, which are a warm welcome to the swimmers and officials. There
were a number of very good swims at FB1. Please remember to ask for three time keepers so we can make
the times official. There have also been a number of requests made by swimmers who are not affiliated to an
official Masters Club to swim in the galas. We welcome all swimmers as the series provides great platform
for individuals to try out Masters Swimming. If you know on anyone who is thinking of swimming again, I
urge you to invite them to a Frostbite Gala.
See you all in June and July!
Regards
Stuart

Waternborn Masters Swimming Club

I have the great privilege of joining my squad members & very dear friends Carel van Heerden, Dawn du Rand,
Francois Grobler & Dael Stojakovic at the World Masters Swimming Championships in August. The pressure is
mounting with about six weeks to go before departing for Budapest!
This squad of five Waterborn Masters really embodies the whole spectrum of life as Masters Swimmers – between
hectic work schedules, injuries, stomach bugs & children’s exams, we all find our sanity, a sense of purpose &
camaraderie in our swimming.
I have been swimming with Carel, Dawn & Francois for 3 years now & Dael joined us in October last year. We have
squad training at Randburg Virgin Active four days a week, under the watchful eye of our coach Kyle Baxter. At
almost 26, Kyle is the youngest person at the pool during training! He has the task of managing the balancing act
between very willing spirits, but rusty body parts.
In Budapest we will start our adventures with the Open Water event, fit in a bit of European sightseeing & then move
on to our pool races. As with all my previous experiences of Masters swimming I’m expecting to be blown away
by the ‘’there is life, beyond life” spirit of this sport!
Dawn du Rand

KZN

KZN Masters Swimming News for SAMS Winter News 2017
KZN MASTERS SWIMMING TROPHIES 2016/2017 SEASON WINNERS
1 VICTOR LUDORUM M. Callaghan Trophy
JIMMY HUGHES
2 VICTRIX LUDORUM Montclair Jewellers Trophy
DAWN RODE
3 RUNNER UP TO VICTOR AND VICTRIX LUDORUM Frank and Lilian Parrington Trophy
(Closest Swimmer to Victor / Victrix Ludorum)
WENDY SAUNDERS
4 MAN OF THE YEAR: Charles Buck Memorial Trophy GERHARD VAN ROOIJEN

Dawn Rode

Gerhard van Rooi

5 LADY OF THE YEAR: Di Foster Trophy

Ann Gray

Dawn Rode

6 MOST IMPROVED MALE
7 MOST IMPROVED FEMALE

ANN GRAY

Natal Wholesale Jewellers Trophy

Jimmy Hughes
JIMMY HUGHES (4.74% in 50 Back)

Natal Wholesale Jewellers Trophy DAWN RODE (7.9% in 50 Breast / 5.88% Free)

8 BEST 50M FREESTYLE (MALE)
Natal Masters Trophy
MARC ALLAN (25.73)
Fastest 50m time, long or short course, over season at a recognised masters gala – Men’s event
9 BEST 50M FREESTYLE (FEMALE)
Natal Masters Trophy
SALLY RALFE (29.68)
Fastest 50m time, long or short course, over season at a recognised masters gala – Female event

Sally Ralfe
10 MOST OUTSTANDING SWIMMER AT NATIONALS Ed Becket Memorial Trophy: - 1. A SAMS
Record time 2. A SAMS Colours time 3. a KZN Masters Record Time 4. Total Points for all races at
Nationals 1 point each for 1, 2, 3,+ total pts for 4) BEV SHUTTLEWORTH

11 KZN MASTERS SWIMMMING ENTHUSIAST OF YEAR Graham and Tania du Toit Trophy WENDY SAUNDERS
12 BEST BREASTSTROKE SWIMMER FROM KZN AT NATIONALS Gavin Lammers Trophy
Criteria- 1. SAMS Record time 2. SAMS Colours time 3. KZN Honours Time 4. Total Points for
Breaststroke races at Nationals
ANNETTE THATCHER
13 KZN COLOURS
14 KZN HONOURS

Ansari Adam

Sally Ralfe, Ansari Adam
Colleen Bailey, Debbie Nortje

Rosemary Clark

Colleen Bailey and Debbie Nortje

15 ELAINE BUCK MEMORIAL TROPHY- DEDICATION TO KZN MASTERS SWIMMING

ROSEMARY CLARK

16 LES TOOMS MEMORIAL AWARD-DEDICATION TO KZN MASTERS SWIMMING IN NONSWIMMING DUTIES
PETER IRELAND
17 ANN GRAY TROPHY (MALES) - Open Water swimmer who swam the longest distance in OPEN
water Swim Events during the 2016/2017 Season
JIMMY HUGHES 35, 8 km
18 ANN GRAY TROPHY (FEMALES) - Open Water swimmer who swam the longest distance in OPEN
water Swim Events during the 2016/2017 Season
CARINA HAMBLOCH 39, 5 km

Carina Hambloch

Jimmy Hughes

DOLPHIN MILE SURF SWIM 40th SWIM AWARDS
Both Dawn Rode and Jimmy Hughes have received medals for having completed their 40 th
Dolphin Mile Surf Swim since 2010.

WINTER CHALLENGE
This year the KZN Masters Swimming Challenge will be held at the Gordon Road Girls’ School.
The net gala cash proceeds will go to our chosen charity ‘Angels Care’ charity for Homeless
and destitute families.
We are also asking swimmers to support the INANDA VALLEY DOG/CAT PROJECTby bringing something from their wish list

Free State
On 13 May Freestate Masters chose their new Committee with lots of eats to feed the hungry swimmers supplied
and made very kindly by Barbara. Here we all are below. We are very excited at getting the region to grow and we
have a wealth of experience to drive this.
REGION Committee contact details for the 2017-2018 season
Free State Masters Swimming Club
PO Box: 7119 Flamwood Klerksdorp

President/
Chairperson

Secretary

Treasurer

Registrations
Secretary

<Additional
Member>

<Additional
Member>

<Additional
Member>

Name:
Email:
Cell no:
Home no:
Name:
Email:
Cell no:
Home no:
Name:
Email:
Cell no:
Home no:
Name:
Email:
Cell no:
Home no:
Name:
Email:
Cell no:
Home no:
Name:
Email:
Cell no:
Home no:
Name:
Email:
Cell no:
Home no:
Home no:

Chris Olivier
freemasterswim@gmail.com
082 417 3708
082 417 3708
Lienkie Olivier
freemasterswim@gmail.com
082 702 3737
082 702 3737
Barbara Hickling
ptc@lantic.net
082 900 5698
082 900 5698
Lienkie Olivier
freemasterswim@gmail.com
082 702 3737
082 702 3737
Danie Schoeman
Danie.schoeman2@vodamail.co.za
082 856 2741
082 856 2741
Gwyn Guiney
Gwyn@telkomsa.net
082 559 6127
082 559 6127
Antoinette Van Niekerk
eacachet@intekom.co.za
082 457 2359
082 457 2359
N/A

Congratulations to the following swimmers who achieved SAMS 10 and 20 year awards
Amelia Lion Cachet

20 year award

Danie Schoeman 10 year award
Beth Lordan 10 year award

Next newsletter our news and photos of our winter charity challenge, to be held in Klerksdorp.
Freestate greetings
Lienkie & Chris Olivier

Border

I started the VersiStyle programme three years ago to give my swimmers a challenge to meet at the end of their summer swimming.
The challenge was to swim and have times for the 25m, 50m, 100m, 200m, 400m, 800m, and 1500m of each stroke, the strokes
being butterfly, backstroke, breaststroke and freestyle. They were given a month to complete the challenge. Quite a few of my
swimmers at the time started the challenge and quite a lot actually completed it. This programme has been going for ten years now
and one the swimmers has done all ten. As a result Gail has kept herself in great shape even though she seldom competes in Masters.
She has won the floating trophy twice for swimming the Merriefield Mile, doing Butterfly! Well over two hundred East
London swimmers have now done the challenge with some swimmers from Johannesburg and Cape Town. The youngest swimmer
to complete this challenge was an eight year old Tatum Nienaber and the oldest is Huib van der Zee and myself in our late sixties.
Tatum's brother Kent also has completed the challenge also as an eight year old. In one instance a swimmer from Johannesburg did
not realise that he think he could swim butterfly and now swims the stroke at the SA Masters Swimming Championships getting
gold.
The Super VersiStyle was started four years ago where swimmers had to first complete the VersiStyle Challenge and then give times
for swimming a 4x25m, 4x50m,4x100,4x200m,4x400m,4x800m and 4x1500m Individual Medleys. This is a tough challenge mentally
and physically. This normally takes about 4 to 5 days to do but one of the swimmers managed to complete the challenge in one day.
Not only did Greg Nowell do it last year, he completed the one-day swim again this year. Flo Burbidge, who was a non-swimmers a
few years ago, has completed this challenge three time. Flo is in her fifties.
I have given certificates to the successful swimmers with all the recorded times that they have done. In some cases these certificates
are placed in a prominent position at home and swimmers often refer to these times to see how they are doing.
This year so far 9 swimmers have completed the SVS and 17 swimmers the VS out of the 35 swimmers that started. There are now
a few international swimmers who have started, so who knows how far this challenge will go.
Yours in swimming
Joe Hillstrom

Western Province
Sempurna Swimming Clinic
In Indonesian, the word Sempurna means perfection, and that is exactly what a group of Cape Town Masters swimmers
experienced when they attended a swimming clinic, in May of 2017. The clinic was presented by Cecilia Stanford and hosted by
her and husband Kevin on their farm just outside of McGregor, aptly named Sempurna. The lovely, 25 meter indoor,
heated swimming pool is a stone’s throw away from the gracious manor house and the clinic started with all the attendees being
videoed, to be watched and discussed later on. Then everyone got settled into their accommodation and supper was served on the
long back stoep of the old manor house. Saturday morning started with a 7:30am training session, late breakfast and back to pool
again for more on the different strokes and tips and advice for each swimmer. After lunch there was time to relax or visit the town
of McGregor. The afternoon session consisted of going through each swimmer's video and a talk from Cecilia on being race ready
and developing a winner’s attitude. Cecilia is a world champion swimmer herself with a wealth of knowledge and experience,
always willing to share information. The group left Sempurna, rejuvenated and ready to tackle their swimming with new vigour.
Front: From left: Andre Rootman, Jean Degenaar, Glen Steyn, Clair Amner, and Greg Mc Leroth
Back: From Left: Neil Steenkamp, Marais Olivier, Rainer Kloos; Viv Routledge, Francois Du Toit

Sempurna at Sunset

The Pool

The Manor House

Breakfast

Supper

BRAVE, DETERMINED, INSPIRING, STRONG, FAST, FUN AND ADVENTUROUS

These are just a few of the attributes that have driven our marathon swimmer from Cape Town Masters,
Kim Carey to tackle the Himalayas of swimming this year. The English Chanel!
Kim is originally from the UK but has travelled and lived abroad since she was a child. She is a born and bred
water baby and ran her own swim school in England.
About three years ago when she started swimming in the open water, she realised that she was capable and
driven enough to swim the English Chanel. From the day she has taken every opportunity to challenge
herself in warm and cold water. She inspires others along the way and is always enthusiastic to try anything
in the water. She has a little bag of pebbles that she uses for counting out her 100 x 200m in a casual Sunday
morning training.
Kim finished a 24 hour swim at the end of summer when she dusted off a mammoth 32k swim. She is more
than ready for this truly special achievement.
So from all of us in the SAMS community…

HERE’S TO SMELLS OF SNAILS AND THE TASTE OF REAL BUBBLES KIMMIE.

Kim Carey

BUDAPEST
2017

Good luck to all South African Masters Swimmers taking part.
We have said it all. Details, entries, registration, accommodation,
travel and what to see. Now just to pack that bag.
The pictures below come from all of us in South African Masters.
Swim to your potential and make us all proud.

Is off to Budapest
The 28-strong Cape Town Masters team going to Budapest is beginning to come together with the exciting realisation
that there are only six training weeks left. Our motley group, comprising purists, wannabes and tagalongs, have widely
varying training methods and nutritional regimens. Indeed, one of our members who will not be named here, was
overheard to say that “It’s now time to cut back on the red wine and time to remove the Netflix remote from the primary
orifice”.

At the other end of the spectrum we have we have our usual suspects trying to break records and win top three medals,
like Calvin Maughan and Harald Kruger, who have been doing top-secret USRPT workouts since December, not to
mention USA-based renegade Graeme Fiser whose training includes a strong skipping regimen, and heavy sessions with
USA Masters swimmers. There are also some hugely exciting first-time World’s participants in the form of Robbie Taylor,
Greg Mcleroth, Oliver Gilbert and Santa van Jaarsveld who are aiming at big things in fly, backstroke, breaststroke, and
various, respectively. We are also seriously impressed with the courage of other first-timers to a Worlds event in the
form of Melinda Winfield and Melanie van Wyk, especially as they do not have 400 years of swimming background to
draw upon like some of the other stalwarts.

Our female athletes generally are in full flight. Our middle-distance specialist Kathryn Nurse, sprint missile Perry Cadiz,
all-star athlete Cecilia Stanford (altitude training in MacGregor), and all-rounders like Norelle Engela and Leigh Gannon
are hard at work with a combination of USRPT, Squads, and dryland top-secret strength programmes. We have not heard
much from the middle and long distance maestros Jean Degenaar and Viv Routledge but we believe they are secretly
regaining form and function and will be ready on time. We also have a strong showing from our more youthful contingent
Simone White (King), Lezandre Wolmarans and a couple of others who are also training in secret at the Sports Science
institute.

Our 60-64 age group Male Swimmers are in fine form, with all the supplements, anti-oxidants, face-lifts etc. this bunch
are set to achieve strong results in both the individual and relay events – we have Mike Winfield, Paul Stevens, Andre
Roothman, and our recent addition Andre Steynberg who will no doubt deliver a world-class performance.

Our other luminaries that we hope are on track are Great Grand Master Tim Shead who is aiming at several world records
in his usual indomitable style (it’s not easy to see how his programme is coming along as he is obscured by a cloud of
P2Life dust most of the time) and of course the Doc, i.e. Francois du Toit who has incorporated a fair amount of cycling,
resting and tourism into his training, we hope that will pay off for him!

We also have some mystery swimmers who may surprise on the upside, in the likes of Kate Bihl (hiding out in Somerset
West), Rainer Kloos (hiding in his easy chair), and Nick Orton (hiding behind the coffee machine), any of these could
deliver something on the day if the planets align.

For the first time we as a club are fielding a Team Manager (Leigh Gannon) which has made it a pleasure for all of us to
stay stress-free on logistics, timing, visas etc., a real asset to proceedings. So with only 45 or so days to go, its back to
the pool for a mammoth session such as USRPT 6X25m sprints on 2 min and then off for coffee. See you in Budapest.

NTS
AFFILIATED TO SWIMMING SOUTH AFRICA)
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Proposed programme
15th
14th
Thursday AM (3:10)
Wednesday
(7:30)
100 Back
800 FS
200 Fly
4x50 Mixed
medley
4x100relay
medley relay
Thursday PM (4:00)
50 Br
100 FS
200 IM
4x50 Mixed FS relay

16th
17th
15th
16th
Friday AM
Saturday AM (3:05)
Thursday
Friday AM
(2:50) AM
(3:10)
(2:50)
50 FS
50 Fly
100 Back
50 FS
200
Br
200
FSBr
200 Fly
200
100 Fly
100 Br
4x100 PM
medley
relay
100
Fly
Friday
(5:30)
50
Back
Thursday PM
Friday PM (5:30)
Saturday PM (2:05)
200 Back
(4:00)
40050FS
400
Br
200 IM
Back
4x50 Medley
4x50 FS relay
100 FS
400 FS
relay
Dash
200 IM
4x50
Medley
relay
4x50 Mixed FS relay

17th
Saturday AM
(3:05)
50 Fly
200 FS
100 Br
50 Back
Saturday PM
(2:05)
400 IM
4x50 FS relay
Dash

PLACES OF INTEREST IN BROOKLYN- 2K FROM THE POOL

The Austin Roberts Bird Sanctuary.
The reserve was named after ornithologist-mammal gist, J Austin Roberts, born in Pretoria n 1883, and largely self-taught.

The Blue Crane, the National Bird of South Africa
The elegant Blue Crane stands about one meter high and is almost entirely restricted to South Africa in its distribution. It is a light
blue-grey, has a long neck supporting a rather bulbous head, long legs and elegant wing plumes which sweep to the ground. Blue
Cranes lay their eggs in the bare veld, often close to water. They are quite common in the Karoo, but are also seen in the grasslands
of KwaZulu-Natal and the Highveld, usually in pairs or small family parties. It grazes in the field and eats seeds, insects and small
reptiles. The Blue Crane has a distinctive rattling croak, 'kraaaarrrk', fairly high-pitched at call, which can be heard from far away. It
is, however, usually quiet.
In the last two decades, the Blue Crane has largely disappeared from the Eastern Cape, Lesotho and Swaziland. The population in
the Northern Free State, Limpopo, Gauteng., Mpumalanga and North West Province has declined up to 90%. The majority of the
remaining population is in the eastern and southern South Africa.

RECCOMMENDED RESTAURANTS IN BROOKLYN

The Last Word’

Don’t Procrastinate…………Get out there and start today.

While putting off going to the pool this morning for my daily date with the lap swimmers at my friendly neighbourhood YMCA, I
found myself procrastinating. A lot. I’d hit up Facebook to check… I don’t remember. I’d go into the kitchen – and even though I’d
already eaten my designated pre-workout combo – decided I needed to fuel up a little more. And then I thought, “Hey, wouldn’t it
be great if I wrote up a list of ways I do this, so that I can further procrastinate. Ha-ha I am such a dummy. Wait, what?”
Whether it is adjusting a playlist (my favourite), or indulging the sudden need to research something on the Internet, here is a list
of ways that to procrastinate on getting your butt to the pool.
1. Create, adjust and edit my “Drive/Walk to practice” playlist. Now, do I want to go full blast on the Eminem as I am pulling into
the parking lot, or do I want to come down a little bit? The walk into the pool is very critical as well, so I need to think of something
to put on the iPod for then. If only I liked one of the 11,000 songs on my iTunes. Yeesh.
2. Facebook. Zuckerberg nailed this one so good. Whether it is getting caught up in Internet arguments, clicking off-site to a video
with a variation of the click-bait post title “This Married Guy Is Dating another Girl, What Happens Next Will Absolutely Change
Your Life” or checking to see what everybody else thought of Richard Sherman’s rant on Sunday, there is always something to burn
your attention.
3. Ain’t nobody got time for a soggy suit. Suit is marginally wet? Better put it in the dryer. Boom, just bought yourself 20 minutes.
No? I bet your towel is. Still no? Better put both in there anyways.
4. Make a list. In fact, make a list about the lists you are going to make. Planning and list-making trick you into thinking you are
being effective with your time. When you are making a list (guilty!) you feel like you are getting something done. The sense of being
productive without actually having to do anything. Sweet!
5. Clean stuff. Your room and kitchen will go days without attention, but when it comes time to head out to practice suddenly the
need to fully embrace your inner OCD conveniently appears. I believe the scientific term for this occurrence is “procasticleaning.”
6. Right after I am done doing “_____.” Before I go to the pool I need to get the laundry going, clean up the supplement corner,
walk the dog, check out what time Maury is on, finish watching Sportscenter, and so on. The options truly are endless here.
7. Internet research. I just need to look up this one thing on the web before I can go workout… What was it again? Oh yeah, pool
hours. Derp.
8. Nap. The oh-so-glorious nap. Just for a second, just to see how it feels. We have been lied to all of our lives – time
traveling does exist. It’s simply called napping.
9. Food. Must. Eat. Food. More. Now. The internal monologue generally runs along the lines of, “Well, I cannot go to the
pool under-nourished so I better eat something… And then wait, like, two hours, because I don’t want to swim with a full
stomach cause that’s bad. It’s science!”
10. Worry! Sitting around and being anxious about all the training coming your way is so much easier than actually doing
it.
11. Check up on the weekend’s swimming news and results. When you are reading about swimming, it comes close to
passing as training… am I right?
12. Over-analyse a physical symptom that may or may not resemble a symptom belonging to a mild, mysterious
illness. Isn’t that so weird that just before practice that tiny, barely-there symptom or ailment that hasn’t been bugging
you all day suddenly puts you on full sickie alert? “There has been a little knot in the depths of my stomach for the past 15
minutes… Can’t quite place it. Hmm, might be West Nile Virus. Better stay home. Don’t want to infect anyone. Safety
first!” Symptoms generally clear up by the time your allotted practice time ends.
Olivier Leroy. Your Swim Book.

So till next time, whenever, wherever, hugs
AND………

